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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Why The Great Reset Will Fail and Decentralization Will Win 

 

By Derrick Broze 

In early June 2020, the World Economic Forum announced their          
plan to remake the world in their vision of a top-down, centralized,            
command-and-control economy. They called their plan "The Great        
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Reset." The launch of The Great Reset was supported by Klaus           
Schwab, the founder and executive chairman of the World         
Economic Forum; England’s Prince Charles; Antonio Guterres,       
Secretary-General of the UN; and Kristalina Georgieva of the         
International Monetary Fund. 

The kick-off was truly an international event with the participation          
of Ma Jun, the chairman of the Green Finance Committee at the            
China Society for Finance and Banking and a member of the           
Monetary Policy Committee of the People’s Bank of China. The          
event was also supported by Bernard Looney, CEO of BP; Ajay           
Banga, CEO of Mastercard; and Bradford Smith, president of         
Microsoft. 

During the launch of The Great Reset, Prince Charles stated that           
humanity cannot waste time because “we need to put nature at           
the heart of how we operate.” UN Secretary-General Guterres         
called for “more equal, inclusive and sustainable economies and         
societies” that can face pandemics, climate change, and other         
global challenges. 

While the language of "inclusivity," "social justice" and "equality"         
might appeal to our compassion, we should be wary of the plans            
promoted by these globalist organizations. As every student of         
power and deception knows, the easiest way to achieve victory          
over your opponent is to guide them to a predetermined          
destination which benefits your agenda. If you can do this while           
convincing your opponent that they are consciously making their         
own choices and the path is for their own good – well, you are all               
but guaranteed success. I believe the evidence indicates this is          
the strategy we are seeing unfold during the COVID-19 operation. 
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Regular readers will remember that on October 18, 2019, the Bill           
and Melinda Gates Foundation partnered with the Johns Hopkins         
Center for Health Security and the World Economic Forum on a           
high-level pandemic exercise known as Event 201. Event 201         
simulated how the world would respond to a coronavirus         
pandemic which swept around the planet. The simulation        
imagined 65 million people dying, mass lockdowns, quarantines,        
censorship of alternative viewpoints under the guise of fighting         
“disinformation,” and even floated the idea of arresting people         
who question the pandemic narrative. 

Are we really to be expected to trust these people to reset our             
world and create a digital utopia? 

If you are reading this article then I am going to assume you are              
not the kind of person to trust that the Gates Foundation,           
Rockefeller Foundation and the World Economic Forum have your         
best interests at heart. However, if we do not trust the agendas            
put forth by these individuals and institutions, what are we to do? 

In years past, activists would spend the week of the elusive           
Bilderberg Group, or the World Economic Forum's annual        
gathering in Davos, Switzerland, obsessing over what they are         
talking about. Activists would fly from all over the world to protest            
and confront the media moguls, politicians, business leaders, and         
other highly influential players. While confronting those who        
attempt to wield power is absolutely a necessary task, we have           
also allowed the Predator Class to dictate our actions. Rather than           
focus on what WE can do to empower and improve the world,            
many of us have spent most of our time being reactionary.  
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That time has passed. Now, more than ever, it is time to focus             
on solutions. 

 

The Greater Reset Activation 

When I learned that the WEF was going to hold their annual            
meeting in Davos in late January, my first thought was, "What are            
we going to do about it?" We could spend the week sitting at             
home, anxiously watching every video from Davos, picking apart         
the propaganda and hidden agendas. Again, this is valuable         
research that can better inform our movements. However, I was          
still struck with the idea that, perhaps, rather than ONLY watching           
what the Predator Class is planning, we – as free, powerful,           
beautiful people – set aside our differences and focus on how we            
can offer an alternative to the Great Reset vision. 
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This line of thinking is what led myself, John Bush and a collection             
of activists from around the world to co-create The Greater Reset           
Activation. Our hope was that we could organize a 5-day event           
that would take place one the same days as the WEF's annual            
gathering, and even talk about similar topics. Of course, the          
difference between what they were offering and what we         
organized was monumental. 

Where the WEF would highlight how technocrats and global         
governments could use their power to remake the world, we would           
showcase the power of decentralization, localization, and       
community. Where they sought to imprint the idea that only          
top-down decision making could save the planet, we shared ideas          
for empowering our local communities to organize themselves. 

With the hard work and determination of our volunteer crew we           
were able to successfully pull off the event from January 25 to            
28th. Our event featured different "Domains" for each day,         
reflecting the topics discussed by the WEF, while providing         
decentralized alternatives to their vision. 

Our domains included The Agora for a focus on Agorism,          
Counter-Economics, and economic systems which help the       
consumer exit from the mainstream economy. For this day we had           
activist and author Rosa Koire spell out the terrifying vision of the            
WEF. Author and essayist Charles Eisenstein explored what        
economics beyond socialism and capitalism might look like, and         
how a reset of the economy could support the people. We also            
held a panel on what Agorism looks like in real life featuring Mike             
Swatek (Agorist.Market) and Sal Mayweather (Sal The Agorist).        
We ended the Agora with journalist James Corbett speaking about          
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the need for a “survival currency” and tips for surviving the           
Technocracy. 

For our Health and Education Domain we had a number of           
powerful speakers, including activist and worldschooler Lainie       
Liberti speaking about how we can create a new family culture           
that respects children and does not teach them to mindlessly          
comply with authority. Richard Grove, an American conceptual        
artist and forensic historian, gave a mind-blowing presentation on         
how to take back our education and think critically. Husband and           
wife duo Sayer Ji (GreenMedInfo) and Kelly Brogan shared what it           
means to love in this time of division and chaos. The evening            
wrapped up with inventor, activist, and organizer Dolores Cahill         
speaking about her latest ventures, the World Freedom Alliance         
and FreedomAirway. 

On Wednesday January 27 we discussed how humanity can live          
more in harmony with the planet, grow our own food and create            
local food production. We heard from brilliant thinkers and farmers          
Marjory Wildcraft (The Grow Network), Jack Spirko (The Survival         
Podcast), and Christian Westbrook (IceAgeFarmer). Thursday's      
theme was "The Digital Revolution" and featured a number of          
speakers discussing cryptocurrency, privacy, and encryption. We       
had an "Alternative Social Media" panel featuring Flote.app CEO         
Kingsley Edwards and Odysee CEO Jeremy Kaufman. Matt        
McKibbin, Co-Founder of DecentraNet, also spoke about the        
necessary tools for protecting yourself online and protecting your         
data. 

On Friday January 29th, we focused on all things community. How           
do you make decisions? How do you buy land? How do you            
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decide who does what? We heard about alternative forms of          
organizing your community from Ted Rau of Sociocracy for All.          
We also heard from permaculture farmer, activist, and community         
builder Stephen Brooks. Stephen shared his wisdom after        
spending 25 years building 4 different intentional communities and         
eco-villages in Costa Rica. 

 

Our final day was a Bonus Day of Solutions. We took a holistic             
approach and had speakers touching on a wide range of topics.           
Christina Hildebrand, the founder and President of A Voice for          
Choice Advocacy, Inc, discussed the Covid vaccines and        
mandates and what you can do to protect yourself. We also had            
Dr. Will Tuttle speak about the interconnection between human         
liberation and animal liberation. We concluded the Activation with         
Foster Gamble, the writer and director of the Thrive documentary          
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series. Foster shared his practical tips for organizing "Solutions         
Freedom Groups" around the world. 

Another important point is that our event was a hybrid event –            
streamed online around the world, but also encouraging people to          
gather locally for watch parties. Additionally, we held an         
inexpensive in-person event right near the beautiful beaches of         
Zihuatanejo, Mexico. We made a conscious decision to        
encourage watch parties and host our event in Mexico because a           
large part of the WEF vision is to create a world where humans             
exclusively live digital lives. The simple fact is that these          
psychopaths do not want the free hearts and minds of the world to             
gather in person, to hug one another, to witness a smile           
face-to-face rather than through a Zoom call.  

This aspect of the event was a wonderful success. We had           
viewers from Eastern Europe, Africa, South America, the UK, and          
across the United States sending in pictures of their watch parties.           
I believe the opportunity to see the faces of like-minds from           
around the world was another huge source of inspiration for the           
viewers. We also had viewers sending in what steps they were           
taking in their lives in relation to the 5 themes we shared. They             
shared about pulling their money out of the banks and learning           
about credit unions. Some were inspired to start a backyard          
garden or join a local community garden. Still others were driven           
to join The Freedom Cell Network and use the maps to find            
activists in their community. 

I can honestly say that witnessing the flood of emails, messages,           
and comments in support of The Greater Reset Activation was the           
reminder I needed. It was a reminder that there are so many            
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people in our world who desire individual liberty, bodily autonomy          
and community. It was exactly what I personally needed to          
continue fueling myself in this fight against tyrants and darkness. I           
believe it was also the catalyst many folks were waiting for – a             
spark whose true implications I don't believe we have yet to fully            
realize. 

This brings me to my final point: We called our event an            
"Activation" with the intention of letting the audience know that this           
was not just another event to watch as a passive viewer. This was             
not simply a conference to preach to the choir and party. We            
specifically chose to call it The Greater Reset Activation because          
we are offering people a chance to create a movement that is            
Greater than the Predator Class vision, and provide specific ideas          
for "activating" you and your community. We will continue to          
emphasize the need for practical, tangible actions, and encourage         
accountability. 

I have no doubt that this is the moment we were born for. I have               
no doubt that this is our moment to collectively shine. As           
empowered individuals we can consciously come together and        
build a better world than the one that is being offered by the World              
Economic Forum and their Great Reset. It's time to embrace The           
Greater Reset.  

We are hosting another Activation from May 25-28, 2021, online          
and in person in Zihuatanejo, Mexico. Please stay tuned to our           
website for details. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
The Medium Is The Marketplace 

 

By Vin Armani 

In his 1964 book, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man,          
the Canadian philosopher Marshall McLuhan famously coined the        
phrase “the medium is the message.” In part, what McLuhan was           
pointing out was that the messages you encounter via any media           
form are almost completely shaped by the nature of the media           
itself.  
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In some ways this is obvious. You won’t see moving pictures or            
hear sounds when consuming a newspaper in print form.         
However, the same article delivered in the web version can          
include not only audio and video messaging, but can provide links           
within the text of the article that takes you to other messages.            
This has necessarily meant that publications which do not have to           
craft their message to account for a print form and are exclusively            
digital can provide a very different message from the legacy print           
institutions. So, too, the messaging delivered by a world leader,          
when constrained within the Twitter character limit, is        
considerably different from the message that can be delivered in a           
televised address or press conference. In this article I want to           
discuss how this general principle also applies to the overall          
marketplace, how medium of exchange shapes the market, and         
why this matters for agorist entrepreneurs. 

In 2006 I made my first successful “exit” as an entrepreneur,           
selling the assets of an internet radio and video property that a            
partner and I had built on a shoestring budget to a small            
publicly-traded corporation (at the time called Digicorp). The deal         
was for cash, stock, and multi-year employment contracts for         
myself and my co-founder. Our site delivered music and culture          
content based around the emerging Latin urban genre known as          
Reggaeton.  

When I met my co-founder in 2005, I had already been working in             
the streaming radio space for 7 years, running my own stations           
and providing streaming services for local terrestrial stations. At         
this time, internet radio was still a tiny, niche market. This was            
mainly due to the fact that mobile internet speeds were insufficient           
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to carry listenable audio streams, phones weren’t equipped to         
play them (the iPhone was still years from being released), and           
there was certainly no easy way to listen in the car. Terrestrial            
radio still ruled the roost in this regard. For historical context,           
Howard Stern left terrestrial radio the same year that we sold our            
company; and he left for Sirius XM, a satellite radio company.           
Even 5 years later, he surely would have left for an internet            
streaming service. 

We decided to start our project because we noticed an interesting           
trend. A free desktop media player called WinAmp was gaining          
market share over all other players on the market. WinAmp was           
unique among its peers because, while other established media         
players, like RealPlayer, were geared around promoting their        
proprietary media formats, WinAmp played all of the top open          
source formats and even maintained their own formats as open          
source. Importantly, WinAmp maintained a directory of streaming        
radio and video channels that used the Shoutcast streaming         
protocol.  

My partner and I were avid listeners of these streams and we            
noticed that although Reggaeton was gaining popularity       
throughout the world’s Spanish-speaking populations, there were       
no outlets playing the music on terrestrial radio. There were also           
no streaming stations focused on this genre. We guessed that if           
we were to put up such a station, simple word of mouth would             
rocket it to the top of the overall listings in WinAmp, which would             
have a snowball effect of adding listeners. We were correct. 

Within a month of launching, we stormed the WinAmp listings. We           
quickly engaged top Reggaeton DJs and added live shows,         
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relaying streams from their bedrooms and studios to our station.          
We then added a simple chat app to our site (which became            
notoriously popular among Puerto Rican and Dominican students        
in the New York City Public School computer labs) and began a            
live video feed of popular video ripped from bootleg DVDs          
purchased at bodegas and from eBay. In no time, not only were            
we the global authority for the genre, but our branding style           
(developed by my co-founder) became the style adopted by the          
entire Reggaeton culture. 

From the standpoint of agorism, our approach gave us key          
competitive advantages. The market segment that was       
consuming streaming media skewed young. Established media       
players were ignoring streaming media, for the most part. Our          
completely online presence meant that we never even        
incorporated a business, and yet were able to exit by selling           
assets we controlled (such as domain names). The genre we          
chose, while bilingual, was primarily focused around the        
Spanish-speaking market. All of these factors gave us significant         
obscurity in the context of regulators. We were playing music and           
videos from major record labels (Universal controlled the genre)         
without paying any royalties. In fact, not only were labels not           
concerned about collecting royalties from us, they were actively         
sending us promo material from their artists and arranging live          
interviews with their stars on our shows. In hindsight, what we           
were doing was an existential threat to their business model (they           
were still primarily selling CDs), but they simply did not have the            
vision to see that. Such is the nature of an established           
corporation. 
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I have found this pattern to hold true when it comes to the use of               
cryptocurrency in commerce. There is a considerable market out         
there that wants to purchase goods and services using         
cryptocurrency, and they have scant vendors from whom they can          
make those purchases. I have watched friends and colleagues         
choose what merchant will provide them everything from airplane         
tickets to cloud hosting services based solely on which site          
offered checkout via crypto. I have personally shaped my         
consumptive habits based on which merchants accept crypto in         
person. This is analogous to the group of people that my partner            
and I knew were searching through that WinAmp station directory          
for something interesting to listen to. In some ways, all that is            
missing to complete the circle is a directory for crypto-accepting          
merchants; however, this is inevitable. 

The medium (of exchange) is the marketplace. In the early days           
of delivery services, the restaurants I made purchases from most          
regularly were those listed on Grubhub. I already had my payment           
details stored in the app, so I could easily make purchases           
without pulling out my wallet. The same was true for Papa John’s            
Pizza app. It was the relationship of the merchant with my           
preferred medium of exchange that determined the scope of my          
behavior: which restaurants were even “on my radar.” 

Simply accepting cryptocurrency for your goods and services puts         
you on the radar of people who, otherwise, wouldn’t have even           
given your business a second look. By signaling that you are in            
consensus with them on their preferred medium of exchange, you          
move to the front of their consciousness. From there, your product           
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or service only needs to be “acceptable” in order for them to            
become a regular, repeat customer. 

As financial censorship increasingly becomes a political tool, the         
simple acceptance of cryptocurrency becomes a political       
message in and of itself. The great thing about this particular           
message is that it is non-partisan. You are not signaling that you            
have a particular ideological position on the Left or Right, but you            
are saying that you are inclusive and want to do business with            
people regardless of whether or not they might have fallen out           
with the tyrant du jour. This is the righteous stand for an agorist             
entrepreneur. By paying in crypto, your customers have already         
signaled that they prefer to engage in economic activity outside          
the context of state violence. The exchange itself is one of high            
moral and ethical rectitude. 

Once a critical mass of entrepreneurs are accepting        
cryptocurrency, delivering their message through this medium of        
exchange, systems of support and business tools will naturally         
emerge in that new marketplace. The wonderful truth of this          
movement is that even the earliest of adopters, when there is little            
to no network effect, still benefit from the percentage of the           
market they capture. That market is much larger than you think. It            
is certainly large enough to fully support an individual young          
entrepreneur or provide a nice side income for older, more          
established individuals.  

We would love to hear your stories as you take this journey and             
we want to connect you with other like-minded agorists. If you           
haven’t already, please join us in the private Counter Markets          
Telegram group. 
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WEALTH 

How To Get Cheap Farmland 

 
By Jeff Paul 
 
Chickens scratch and peck in the yard. Herbs grow at your           
doorstep. Garden beds burst with abundance. Potato, squash and         
pumpkin patches are feral with growth. Orchards and vineyards         
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sag with heavy fruit. Trout jump in a nearby stream while deer            
play by your fence line. This is true wealth. 
 
Homesteading and self-sufficiency are exploding in popularity as        
the world tumbles into chaos with more tyranny, freak storms and           
the value of everything in flux. In May 2020, the term           
“homesteading” cracked 100 on Google Trends. It was during the          
height of coronapocalypse fear and lockdowns. The flight from the          
cities to the country began. Meanwhile, vaccine merchant and         
depopulation advocate Bill Gates was quietly buying up over         
242,000 acres of farmland, making him the largest private         
landholder in the US. 
 
Natural living capital (productive land) capable of providing        
survival and independence is invaluable during times like these.         
The mass exodus from cities is resulting in higher prices for rural            
land, but there are still ways to find affordable land near you. This             
article will explore ways to find cheap farmland. 
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Above is a snapshot of what is happening in desirable          
suburban/rural markets. Median home prices in Coeur d’Alene,        
Idaho are up 50% year-over-year and property is selling twice as           
fast as it did the previous year. That is what you call a red hot               
market. 
 
States like Idaho, South Dakota, Texas, Tennessee and Florida         
are all experiencing a surge in residential real estate prices due to            
the influx of lockdown refugees. And since the pandemic created          
the opportunity for many to work remotely, migration to more          
desirable locations is now possible on a larger scale than in           
previous generations. 
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However, this surge isn’t likely to continue for long. Many of those            
with the means may already have moved; and more lockdown          
states are lifting restrictions, encouraging people to stay. While         
the surge in hot areas could last another 24 months, at some            
point all of the unpaid rent and mortgages from the lockdowns           
must be dealt with. When that day comes, it will either trigger the             
mother of all bailouts or a crash in suburban real estate prices.            
Perhaps a little of both. This can be an opportunity to acquire            
heavily discounted property. 
 
Timing the market correctly is just one way to find land at good             
prices. But what if you’re in a hot area and don’t want to wait? Or               
you’re stuck in an urban area due to family or job responsibilities?            
Or you have poor credit history and no down payment? There are            
ways you can still find land to help improve your independence. 
 
Location 
 
Location is obviously a major factor in real estate. Over time,           
market cycles fluctuate depending on many characteristics of        
specific locations. For example, currently some territories are        
more desirable than others due to policy. The states that are hot            
right now have fewer COVID restrictions. And rural areas seem          
more desirable than urban likely due to pandemic fears and lack           
of big-city activities. Location also includes minutiae like the exact          
neighborhood, jobs market, shopping, schools, attractions,      
climate, the view, etc. 
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In terms of finding productive land to grow on, location would also            
include details like sun exposure, access to water, soil quality,          
growing season and so on. Raw land with fewer improvements          
tends to be less expensive. 
 
Once you isolate the country, state, and county you want to be in,             
it’s time to find land that suits your budget and plans. 
 
Rent 
 
It’s possible to find affordable land anywhere, including big cities.          
In fact, many cities are currently seeing prices decline at the           
moment. Although land in desirable areas can be expensive to          
buy, you may consider renting land to grow crops or secure meat. 
 
Two of the most successful modern farmers, Curtis Stone and          
Joel Salatin, both rent land to produce food. Stone, The Urban           
Farmer, rented neighbors’ yards for years to grow over $100K in           
annual crops for his market garden. Currently, he rents a ½ acre            
plot at a nearby farm for a survival garden for $2000/year with a             
cooperative of friends, and he is building a homestead on 40           
acres that he owns in rural Canada. 
 
Joel Salatin of Polyface Farms rents his neighbor’s land to raise           
premium grass-fed beef, pastured chicken and forest-grazed       
pork. Salatin gives an inspiring talk about how he nets $60K a            
year on 20 acres of rented land. The same strategy applies even            
if your operation is not commercial and only produces food for           
your consumption. 
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Rentals of suburban yards can often be acquired without any          
money, through barter, by sharing abundance with the landowner.         
If you have a good track record at keeping your gardens clean,            
attractive and productive, finding such deals near you should not          
be difficult. 
 
Whether your plans for farmland rental are large or small, check           
out Tillable.com. Tillable is a farmland lease and rental         
management platform that connects growers with landowners. 
 
Pro tip on rentals: if you are seeking a long-term land lease where             
you are investing in infrastructure (fencing, irrigation, etc.) you         
may want to secure a “first right of refusal” agreement with the            
landowner. This stipulation usually costs nothing and gives you         
the first crack at purchasing the property should they decide to           
sell. In other words, they can’t sell the property without your           
permission for a certain period of time after they formally inform           
you of their intent to sell. 
 
If you always planned to buy the rented land, consider securing a            
purchase option at the time of the lease. 
 
Options 
 
Options are another way to possess land without a large down           
payment or credit risk exposure. I’ve written about the benefits          
and strategies of options for property in past issues. 
 
To summarize, an option is a one-way purchase agreement that          
gives you the right, but not the obligation, to buy a property at a              
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specific price. It basically works like any real estate purchase          
agreement but pushes the closing date out as long as possible           
and gives you, the buyer, ironclad contingencies to back out of           
the contract – though you lose your deposit if you don’t execute            
the option. 
 
The benefits of options include: gaining the right to use the           
property, small down payment, no mortgage or name on title, and           
lock in today’s price to benefit from appreciation.  
 
Typically, with options you put down a small non-refundable         
deposit (earnest money) to secure the purchase price for the term           
of the option. The longer the term, the better. However, the longer            
the term, usually the higher the deposit will be. A deposit of 1% is              
a good target for a 1-2 year option and up to 3% for longer option               
terms. The deposit is applied to the purchase price at closing or            
forfeited to the seller if you fail to close before the option expires. 
 
Options may be combined with a lease where you pay monthly           
rent in addition to the option deposit. Or, if the seller requires a             
monthly fee, you could pay a monthly “option fee” that gets           
applied to the purchase price at closing. A way to potentially avoid            
a lease or option fee is to offer to maintain or improve the property              
during the term of the option. 
 
Owner Financing 
 
If you don’t have the money to purchase land all-cash and don’t            
want to go through banks to get a mortgage, owner/seller          
financing may be attractive. Owner financing is when sellers         
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accept payments with interest for the property instead of all cash           
at closing. They get a mortgage lien against the property instead           
of a bank. You, as the buyer, get title to the property and make              
mortgage payments to the seller.  
 
The benefits of seller financing are that you get full ownership           
title, don’t have to qualify for a mortgage at a bank and terms are              
much more flexible than with standard mortgages. Additionally,        
because the mortgage is not through a bank, it doesn’t appear on            
your credit report as debt. This allows you to borrow more if your             
goal is to expand your real estate empire. 
 
The tradeoff is that seller-financed deals usually require a much          
larger deposit than leases, options, or mortgages. Ten to twenty          
percent is a typical deposit for seller financing. But everything is           
negotiable. And many times sellers will want a balloon payment          
within say 5 years. In other words, they’re willing to carry           
financing for 5 years at which time you’d have to pay off the             
mortgage, refinance, or sell the property. 
 
Finding seller-financed deals can be challenging. However, they        
are much more common for land than for homes. The ones you            
see advertised are usually by real estate professionals. These         
can still be good deals, but the best way to find them is to contact               
FSBO (for sale by owner) sellers and ask if they are open to             
carrying financing. 
 
A few resources for finding FSBO properties are Craigslist,         
Zillow.com’s FSBO section, ForSaleByOwner.com, FSBO.com or      
by searching “MLS Listings For Sale By Owner” on Google Maps. 
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Break Off a Small Piece 
 
Perhaps the best strategy for getting cheap land is to find a large             
piece of property and convince the owner to sell a small portion of             
it. This type of deal will require more effort on your part but may              
be worth it in the end. A newly split lot should cost much less than               
a retail lot, but there are additional costs to consider. 
 
The first step is to learn the local zoning laws in regards to             
“subdividing.” Most towns will have restrictions like minimum size         
requirements, access considerations, flood zones, easements      
and the like. It is also good to know how long the subdivision             
application process normally takes. 
 
Once you identify land that can be subdivided and negotiate a           
deal with the seller, you must hire a surveyor/engineer to create a            
plat map for the new lot. This plat map will include all of the              
engineering and legal details that the municipality needs for your          
subdivision application.  
 
The average cost for surveyors to create a new plat map is            
around $1000, but could be higher depending on circumstances.         
Municipalities will charge a similar amount for the application and          
process for a new title for the plot, higher if the subdivision            
includes multiple new lots or extraordinary engineering is        
required.  
 
Even if the process costs $5000, you’re likely to save a significant            
amount versus established lots for sale through a realtor. You are           
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truly getting land at a wholesale price instead of retail price by            
using this method. Here is a resource with more details. 
 
Buy with a Group 
 
Private cooperative ownership of land and intentional       
communities are growing in popularity, which I've written about in          
past issues. Combining forces with friends or family to acquire          
land can ease the financial burden and still provide you with           
valuable sustainability. Although it has many social and legal         
challenges, its benefits may provide the perfect fit if you have a            
good group. 
 
There are a few different methods to buying land with a group.  
 

● Pay cash and put the title into an LLC, trust or other            
corporate vehicle with shareholders clearly defined.  

● Purchase the property with a pre-arranged subdivision plan        
for participants to eventually receive their own titled lot.  

● Buy with a mortgage and distribute access via private         
memberships - like private hunting ranches or campgrounds. 

 
Conclusion 
 
I think many of us seeking independence dream of having 40           
off-grid acres like Curtis Stone. However, he is only planning a           
¼-acre homestead garden and ½-acre of total food production         
with greenhouse and orchards – leaving the rest of the land in            
forest. A lot of food can be produced on ¼-½ acre, especially if it’s              
well situated. Therefore, not everyone needs 40 acres to be          
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independent. If privacy and wilderness access is valuable to you,          
you can find smaller lots that border vast land reserves.  
  
These are just some strategies to think creatively about acquiring          
land. Determine what type of land arrangement is ideal for you           
and pursue it. Remember all terms are always negotiable.  
 
Get your land and improve its living capital. Enjoy and share its            
fruits. This is wealth. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 
Bitcoin prices surged last month, blasting past the $50k level for           
the first time ever, hitting a high of about $58k on Feb 21. Prices              
pulled back to about $42k after hitting that high, and have since            
climbed back up to around $51k.  
 
On the release date of our last issue (2-8-21), it was disclosed            
that Tesla Motors had allocated $1.5 Billion of its corporate          
treasury to Bitcoin. That news sent Bitcoin, and just about all           
cryptocurrencies for that matter, surging steadily higher for about         
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3 weeks. With Tesla joining in, we have our first S&P 500            
company announcing to the world that they’re allocating a         
significant portion of their corporate assets to Bitcoin. Other CEOs          
will follow suit, as Elon Musk is definitely someone who gets a lot             
of attention.  
 
The pullback in Bitcoin prices from $58k to about $42k was really            
next to nothing given the recent surge in price we’ve seen. There            
is so much demand coming in from corporations, traders,         
speculators, and new investors from PayPal/Square, that any        
significant dips are being bought up rapidly. Most large         
companies have 0% allocation to Bitcoin; and as the fear of           
missing out hits corporate America, we’re going to see them start           
to allocate a percentage of their capital to this asset. Even a small             
1-2% allocation would send prices soaring, as there simply isn’t          
enough supply to meet all the new demand.  
 
In addition to this, we also have a new Bitcoin ETF that launched             
in Canada, breaking the cash inflow record of all other ETFs           
launched there before. It brought in $420 million in new capital in            
2 days, and that’s only the start. With this ETF launched, pension            
plans, retirement accounts, 401ks, etc., they all have easy access          
to allocate a portion of their capital to Bitcoin. And keep in mind             
that this is just Canada. Without a doubt we’ll see the USA launch             
a similar product soon, followed by other countries around the          
world. 
 
We also have news from Visa that they’re launching cash-back          
credit cards that pay rewards in Bitcoin. So instead of getting           
1-3% cash back on each billing statement, you’d get 1-3% in           
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Bitcoin. For the average everyday consumer, this is about as easy           
as it gets. They can earn crypto with zero active investment; all            
they have to do is shop as they normally would, and they can             
earn passive Bitcoin as a result.  
 
All of these developments are only increasing demand for Bitcoin,          
and the pool of sellers here is getting smaller and smaller.           
Traders and speculators will play the swings, but large         
corporations, 401ks, IRAs, pension plans, cash-back rewards       
holders, etc. aren’t looking to buy and sell on each swing. More            
than likely these are long-term holders, taking even more Bitcoin          
out of the market so it can be held for the long haul.  
 
It’s going to be a bumpy ride, but the trend is without a doubt              
upward from here, and things appear to be headed sharply          
higher. For anyone interested in earning 8.6% on a USD          
stablecoin, or 6% on Bitcoin, please visit this link and sign up.  
https://countermarkets.com/crypto 
 
For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
BlockFi to take your first position. They’ve recently added support          
for ACH transfers, and they offer a nice signup bonus and interest            
rate in Bitcoin and several other cryptocurrencies. Be careful with          
your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable         
losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price swings of          
50% or more in a matter of days. 
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Silver Update 

 

 
Silver has continued with its erratic trading, while not actually          
moving much over the month. We ended Jan at about $27, and            
today we’re at around $26. In early February, prices quickly          
spiked to above $29, then fell sharply after that to about $26. The             
price then proceeded to bounce between $26 and $28. Over the           
past few days prices have hovered in the lower end of that range,             
briefly dipping below $26 for a couple of days.  
 
The speculators and traders on reddit have ignited a serious influx           
of capital into the SLV ETF. In about one week’s time, 114 million             
new shares were added to the ETF, meaning that 114 million           
ounces of silver had to be sourced, purchased, and added to the            
ETF storage in order to maintain its backing. The SLV trust was            
caught so off-guard by this new demand they had to release a            
statement saying that the demand for silver may temporarily         
exceed their available supply, meaning that the 1:1 backing may          
not always be achievable, as the SLV trust cant source that much            
physical silver.  
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We’re approaching another scenario where paper prices and        
street prices are going to be far divided. Physical silver is in short             
supply, and premiums above spot are near the 40% range again.           
For a 1-ounce silver coin today, you’ll pay about $36, meaning           
$10 of premium above spot. The demand for physical bullion is           
back, and this time the weight of the reddit army is behind it.  
 
The logic behind the trade is pretty simple. It’s been documented           
and even proven that large banks (specifically JP Morgan Chase),          
have been manipulating the price of silver by “spoofing” trades.          
What was once a conspiracy theory is now proven fact, and           
they’ve even been fined an undisclosed amount for doing this.          
This trading activity has kept a lid on silver prices, and allowed for             
their bank’s short positions to profit as the market price has been            
manipulated downward.  
 
With the recent spike in demand for physical bullion, and the           
influx of capital into the SLV ETF, the demand for silver is sharply             
higher. This means shorting the SLV ETF is harder, costs more in            
interest due to the new demand, and will ideally create a “short            
squeeze” where anyone short the ETF will be forced to buy their            
position back. As prices spike it results in buying on top of buying,             
sending prices spiking higher than anyone can imagine, just like          
GME stock (another reddit short squeeze target) soared from         
about $15 to above $500 briefly.  
 
Whether the squeeze is successful or not is anyone’s guess at           
this point. Prices could skyrocket 100% or more here as traders           
are forced out of positions. They could just as easily keep           
bouncing around in the existing range, and premiums could return          
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to normal once this hype dies down. It’s impossible to say which            
way things will go.  
 
For our purposes, the success of the short squeeze is irrelevant.           
Silver (and gold as well), are long-term stores of value. They’re           
insurance policies against the declining purchasing power of the         
US Dollar. We have a Federal Reserve that’s in overdrive, printing           
money faster than ever before. We have another $1.9 Trillion          
covid relief bill that was just passed, giving out more stimulus           
checks, more unemployment, and more money in general for         
everyone. 
 
All of this new money is landing in an economy that has a finite              
amount of goods and services, and prices are bound to increase           
as this new money is spent. Covid cases are on the decline,            
lockdowns are on the way out, and people are gradually getting           
back to their routines. As this trend continues, we’re going to see            
this pent-up cash come into the economy, and prices will have           
nowhere to go but up. Gold and silver have been the safe haven             
to protect against loss of purchasing power for hundreds of years,           
and they’ll likely continue to keep that role for hundreds more.  
 
Looking at the gold/silver ratio – in our last issue it came in at 67,               
which wasn’t that far off the 20-year average of 60. At this time,             
we’re down to 66, so we're even closer to that long-term average.            
If silver were to hit just over $28.60, we’d be right at that 20-year              
average, which could happen in a single day given the moves           
we’ve been seeing lately.  
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So, relative to gold, silver really is no longer undervalued          
anymore. That’s not to say silver can’t still move significantly          
higher though; it is still likely to outperform gold in terms of            
percentage moves, both up and down, as it tends to be the more             
volatile of the two metals. And you should be prepared for some            
added volatility in the next 2-4 weeks as short squeeze and           
supply constraints continue to take place.  
 
If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to            
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just             
as easily on any stock exchange. 
 
If you’re in the market for physical bullion we suggest you wait            
until spot prices have come back to earth. For those of you who             
don't mind paying these high premiums, we’d encourage you to          
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.  
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (April 2021) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Future of Content and Content Moderation 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Using Meme Magic To Your Benefit 

WEALTH 

Do NFTs Have Any Value? 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 
Not a member yet? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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